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The PORTL Laboratory

What is PORTL?
The Portable Operant Research and Teaching Lab 

A simple game and behavior analytic tool that is 
played by at least two people. 

A portable Skinner box for humans!

The PORTL Laboratory
1) How to play PORTL


2) PORTL & the operant chamber


3) PORTL in action 

Access these slides



Supplies

Set upTeacher Learner

“The teacher should not talk to the learner, make gestures to prompt the 
learner, physically move the learner’s hand, or model the behavior. The teacher 
will communicate with the learner entirely through the operation of the clicker.”

Video source: https://behaviorexplorer.com/articles/portl-intro/



PORTL as 
an operant 
chamber

Murray Sidman (2007)

“There, in the very first lab session, I found myself 
creating behavior. Without any words being 

exchanged between me and my experimental 
subject, that little white furry animal was doing 
exactly what I told it to do—things it had never 
done before, things that gave it no evolutionary 
advantage, and even more incredibly, exactly 

what the lab manual said the animal was going to 
do when I set up specified contingencies…. 

 

Murray Sidman (2007)

“Today, however, few students have the opportunity 
to discover for themselves that the behavior of an 

intact being is changeable in subtle but predictable 
ways by operations that are just as specifiable as 

those that change the behavior of their internal 
organs and the behavior of inanimate objects in the 

world around them.”



What can you learn 
from playing PORTL?

How to teach w/o verbal instructions, prompts, or models 

How to model different behavioral phenomena 

How to design a shaping plan 

Reinforcer delivery and timing 

How to set up the learner for success 

How to adjust based on the learner’s behavior 

How to take data during teaching 

Empathy and understanding for the learner

PORTL as an operant chamber
Operant Chamber PORTL

Experimental space Box Tabletop

Learner Rat, pigeon Human

Response system Lever, key Small objects

Stimulus system Lights, sounds Playing cards

Reinforcement system Food magazine Clicker & blocks

Control system Programmed 
electronics PORTL teacher

(Gilbert, 1976)

Magazine training



PORTL in action

PORTL can be used for:
• Teaching: See principles and practice applying them


• Inquiry: Model phenomena and ask questions about 
controlling variables


• Research: A convenient, low-cost research apparatus

PORTL manual overview 
1) Getting started


2) Reinforcement 
systems


3) Differential 
reinforcement


4) Shaping foundations


5) Writing shaping plans

6) Schedules of 
reinforcement


7) Stimulus control


8) Concepts


9) Behavior chains


10) Errorless learning


11) Inquiry


12) Research

(Rosales-Ruiz & Hunter, 2019)



Learning about 
basic principles

•Target object = 
blue chair


•Six-second DRO

Learning to build behavior

Inquiring about how 
behavior works

•What happens if…?


•How do I produce…?



Inquiry projects: Replicate a research study
• Bruner, A., & Revusky, S. H. (1961). Collateral behavior in humans. 

Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior, 4(4), 349-350.  


• Epstein, R. (1983). Resurgence of previously reinforced behavior during 
extinction. Behaviour Analysis Letters, 3, 391-397.  


• Findley, J. D., & Brady, J. V. (1965). Facilitation of large ratio performance 
by use of conditioned reinforcement. Journal of the Experimental Analysis 
of Behavior, 8(2), 125-129. 


• Goetz, E. M., & Baer, D. M. (1973). Social control of form diversity and the 
emergence of new forms in children’s blockbuilding. Journal of Applied 
Behavior Analysis, 6(2), 209-217

Researching DRO schedules
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Researching with PORTL: Examples
• Harris, J. (2020) Learning new response sequences: A PORTL replication of Reid (1994) 

[Unpublished undergraduate honors project]. University of North Texas.


• Herzog, L. (2020). Development and disruption of collateral behavior and DRL performances: A 
PORTL exploration [Unpublished master’s thesis]. University of North Texas.


• Hunter, M. & Rosales‐Ruiz, J. (2019). The power of one reinforcer: The effect of a single 
reinforcer in the context of shaping. Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior, 111(3), 
449-464.


• Kieta, A. (2017). Reinforcing variability produces stereotypic behavior [Unpublished master’s 
thesis]. University of North Texas.


• Sumner, S. (2020). What comes up? Analyzing patterns of resurgence using PORTL 
[Unpublished master’s thesis]. University of North Texas. 

“One of the biggest takeaways as a learner that I got from PORTL was 
how important immediate reinforcer delivery is. A few students I got to 
work with hesitated when delivering the conditioned reinforcer which 

left me feeling quite unconfident with what the correct response 
expected out of me was.”


“I finally understand resurgence from seeing it happen.”


“PORTL has made me see how important it is in realistic situations 
such as my work place when working with individuals with 

developmental disabilities to ensure that shaping steps are precise and 
small enough for a learner to gradually learn the skill you are teaching.”

Mary Hunter, mary@behaviorexplorer.com 

PORTL resources: www.BehaviorExplorer.com/PORTL 

Thank you!


